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Our organization is 

dedicated to building all 

new developments to, at 

minimum, LEED Silver 

standards. Since 2011, the 

amount of square footage 

that we have certified 

globally has increased by 

nearly 60 percent, spanning 

across 11 countries and  

46 markets.

As one of the world’s leading global real estate organizations, Tishman Speyer is committed to 
creating properties of enduring value around the globe. With more than 46 million square feet 
of Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), High Quality Environmental and BRE 
Environmental Assessment Method certified and/or precertified space worldwide, we ensure that 
every building we develop, retrofit or manage creates long-term sustainable value for tenants, 
investors and the communities in which we operate. The efficient use of resources is part of 
our culture and reflects the results-orientated, forward-thinking, collaborative way we approach 
every aspect of our business. 

Creating Innovative Solutions
Over the last two years, through our robust property manager platform, we have installed pulse 
meters across our entire U.S. portfolio. These pulse meters track buildings’ consumption of steam, 
natural gas and electricity in 15-minute intervals. With this data, we are able to better manage 
our energy resources, costs and risks and adjust them accordingly. Moving forward, we plan to 
implement a similar system to track energy usage within our tenant space, allowing for easier 
billing and transparency for our key stakeholders. 

Growing a Sustainable Portfolio
As our portfolio continues to grow worldwide, Tishman Speyer ensures that we minimize our 
impact on our surrounding communities. As stated in our Environmental, Social and Governance 
policy, our organization is dedicated to building all new developments to, at minimum, LEED 
Silver standards. Since 2011, the amount of square footage that we have certified globally has 
increased by nearly 60 percent, spanning across 11 countries and 46 markets. Tishman Speyer 
understands our responsibility as a leader in environmental development, and as our portfolio 
expands, we are dedicated to engaging with the most sustainability-conscious architects and 
consultants around the globe.

Sustainability in a Historical Context: The Chrysler Building 
Tishman Speyer acquired the Chrysler Building in 1998 and oversaw all aspects of renovation, 
including the management of the architects and selected contractors, as well as the design and 
integration of the Chrysler East Building and the Trylons. Our overall goal was to restore the luster 
to a faded landmark and make the Chrysler Building a destination for high-level tenants. 

One aspect of achieving this goal was our work to install more sustainable operations, such 
as replacing all water fixtures in the building, implementing changes to the building’s waste 
policy and upgrading numerous building systems. This resulted in reducing water consumption 
by 64 percent, increasing the recycling rate to 81 percent and lowering energy usage by 21 
percent. More important, Tishman Speyer was able to maintain the iconic status and historical 
finishes of the Chrysler Building while minimizing its impact on the environment, and in 2012, we 
were proud to announce that the Chrysler Building was awarded LEED Gold-Existing Buildings: 
Operations and Maintenance.
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